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Foreword

Ansto has a vision of its future and the rolling five
year Strategic Plan 1991-1995 provides the dimensions
for this future.
The preparation of this document is based on
developing experience within Ansto in strategic

planning and the recognition of the
important processes of consultation and
project management that it entails.

Strategic Plans must have relevance and
meaning to both staff and Ansto's share -
holders ie. the taxpayers ot Australia.

Within Ansto, the Strategic Plan is built
upon the business plans of the Programs
and individual project details.

Relevance and progress against project
milestones is reviewed biennually by Program

Advisory Committees. 'Shareholders' will identify
"profits" in terms of technology transfer and
scientific development. The Strategic Plan provides
information on external revenue, a measure of
technology transfer and the focus of scientific activity
in the vital areas of industrial innovation, environ-
mental management and health care.
Considerable progress has been made in upgrading
research facilities on site. Although no firm date has
been identified, the HIFAR reactor is approaching
the end of its economic life and is not optimal for
meeting the current or future needs of medicine,
industry and research in Australia.

The replacement of HIFAR is vital to the provision of
an ongoing national research and development
resource and an essential element of nuclear
medicine. On the basis that Australia will continue to
have available a source of intense neutron beams into
the next century work on the planning, design and
approval of a new reactor is scheduled to start during
1991-92.
The challenge of the next five years reflects the
national challenges of economic and technological
development. Nuclear science and technology is an
integral part of research and development and it is
research and development that has a prime role in
Australia's future.

David J Cook
Executive Director



* To ensure that Ansto's applied research, com-
mercial and training activities in nuclear science
and associated technologies contribute £o
Australia's industrial innovation, and environ-
mental and health management.

To ensure that Australia has the technical
expertise and credibility essential to further its
non-proliferation and wider national and inter-
national nuclear technology policies and interests.



Research and Development
Objective
To ensure that Ansto's applied research, commercial and training
activities in nuclear science and associated technologies contribute to
Australia's industrial innovation and environmental and health
management.

Strategies
• Devote 70 percent of Ansto's

research resources to applied
research.

• Earn external revenue of 30
percent of appropriation by
1993.

• Reinforce the development of
strategic alliances for research
both domestically and inter-
nationally.

• Ensure that applied research
is market driven.

• Evaluate all activities against
business plans.

• Invest in major items of capital
equipment appropriate to the
needs of the industrial, en-
vironmental and health com-
munities.

• Develop Ansto Business and
Technology Park to assist in
technology transfer.

• Develop specific stand-alone
enterprises to operate in the
commercial arena.

• Sell Ansto technology,
products and services on a
commercial basis with an
emphasis on services in the
short term.

• Target national and global
commercial opportunities with
a focus on the Asia Pacific
region.
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Applied Research
Ansto recognises that Government backed
research must be concerned with basic and
longer term research for the national good
and that the private sector must assume a
greater responsibility for research associated
with immediate needs.lt also recognises

appropriation and more on payment by
those who require services and products.
In the applied research area revenue
provides a measure of performance. All
research projects will require a customer
before commencement and for continuation.
In determining the appropriate mix of

that care must be taken to ensure that
adequate resources are made available for
strategic research.
Ansto accepts, however, that the ultimate
wealth of the nation is dependent on the
uptake of research by the private sector.
The 70/30 applications/strategic split in
Ansto's research recognises the importance
of this uptake. A country which is strong in
research and weak in applying that research
is not strong in the global perspective.

External Revenue
Ansto will earn thirty percent of appropria-
tion from external sources by 1993. This
figure reflects the Government's desire for
Government enterprises to rely less on
6

revenue earning activities Ansto is aware
that the use of senior scientists as consultants
to generate income may not be cost effective.
In addition, the use of a scarce resource,
experienced scientists, to undertake routine
scientific services, could detract from
Ansto's ability to undertake longer term
research. When evaluating revenue earning
proposals the Organisation will work on
the basis of the most appropriate com-
mercial arrangements.
While strategic joint venture arrangements
do not generate significant income in the
short term, the long term commercial per-
formance of Ansto is dependent on financial
returns from these ventures. Each joint
venture has a target to generate revenue in
excess of costs in the medium term.



Strategic Alliances for Research
Research cannot be undertaken in isolation
and it is important to keep under review
realities associated with the operation of
Ansto in the industrial arena.
In reviewing its activities Ansto has kept in
mind the following assumptions put forward

assumptions is bound up in the requirement
for it to continue its active involvement in
research networks, which, given the finite
resources available, must be global in
nature.
Market Driven Applied Research
This critical strategy links Ansto's applied
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by commentators:
• Pure research, applications research and

development and commercialisation do
not necessarily follow a linear path.
Market needs can create peculiar demands
for pure research

• Applications research can proceed only
if the commercial imperatives of cost,
usability and timeliness are fully
considered.

• Applied research goals must be clearly
defined

• Research demands symbiotic relation-
ships, even with competitors. Players
must work together

Ansto believes that the real import of these

research to market needs.
Ansto believes that performance evaluation
and the decision to continue with an applied
research project must flow from the needs
of the client. This places a responsibility on
the researcher to clearly define the objectives
of the project and to work with the market
as the research proceeds. Applied research
is subject to time-frames determined by the
market, not by the researcher.

Basic and Longer Term Research
For Australia to maintain its position as a
technologically-advanced society it must
continue to support the operation and
development of scientific and technological
capabilities in its research organisations,

7



higher education institutions and the
private sector.
While Australia's commitment to nuclear
technology is presently limited by the lack
of a nuclear power industry, Australia is
part of the nuclear community by virtue of
its immense uranium reserves, commitment

its capacity to exploit new technological
developments than on its brain power and
scientific expertise alone. The resources
devoted to basic and longer term research
must ensure that its applied research
activities will continue to reinforce the
capacity of the nation to benefit from the
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to nuclear non-proliferation, the broad base
of nuclear expertise provided through
Ansto, its history of international scientific
interaction and active involvement in the
activities of international nuclear agencies.
The undertaking of basic and longer term
research flows from political imperatives as
well as from the fundamental need to
underpin applications activities. Ansto
devotes 30 percent of its research resources
to basic and longer term research. The
maintenance of a core of nuclear knowledge
is dependent not only on the continuance
of this research but on the operation of
nuclear plant.

Ansto recognises that the economic per-
formance of a nation depends more on
8

application of its knowledge.

Research Institutions
The ASTEC Report Small Country —
Science recognises that Australian scientists
require access to overseas research facilities
where such facilities are not available in
Australia primarily due to their very high
cost.
In the specific areas of synchrotron radiation,
neutron scattering and high energy physics,
Ansto and other Australian scientists require
access to major facilities overseas to use
electro-magnetic radiation and neutron
beams with intensities and energies not
available in Australia.



This access will keep Australian science at
the threshold of scientific excellence and
contribute significantly to national develop-
ment and progress.
Undergraduate courses and postgraduate
training at Australian universities also need
this access to reflect what is happening at

planning process is critical. The principal
features of this process are
• Use of Business Plans, which are updated

on a yearly basis, to plan and evaluate all
Ansto programs.

• Responsibility at the primary unit level
for performance including the achieve-

the cutting edge of big science. Ansto and
Australian participation in these centres is
consistent with the move by such centres to
internationalise their research activities.

Setting Priorities

Ansto has limited resources. Government
funding constraints place a need for careful
allocation of resources in a limited number
of areas which have the potential to con-
tribute to the national good.
Ansto will place emphasis on several key
applied research areas: environmental
science, advanced materials, biomedicine
and health, applied physics, training and
information technology. In this context a
dynamic and responsive evaluation and

ment of revenue targets, research mile-
stones and cost effectiveness.

• Regular internal evaluation of perform-
ance.

• Evaluation twice yearly of the perform-
ance of research and commercial primary
units by Program Advisory Committees
(PACs) having majority membership
from outside the Organisation.

• Regular updating of the Strategic Plan.

Business and Technology Park
This long term project is part of Ansto's
commitment to assist in closing the gap
between the research and development
activities of government instrumentalities

9



Synroc Demonstration Plant

and tertiary institutions and their adoption
by industry. Ansto recognises that research
institutions, while having the capabilities in
relation to conceptual and feasibility activi-
ties, lack experience in commercial opera-
tions and production of products and
services.
The Ansto Business and Technology Park,
located on land adjacent to Ansto facilities,
has the following objectives:
• To provide a basis for the transfer of

technology to industry in a way that
diversifies the opportunities, stimulates
the economy and develops value added
exports.

• To provide a means for technology based
industries to access the resources of
Ansto.

» To enhance employment opportunities
and commercial benefit within the
community.

The development of the park will be a
staged process designed to minimise the
financial impact on the Organisation. Stage
I includes the construction of the 1200m2

Alan J Woods Technology Centre and the
establishment of a supercomputing facility
in the centre.

10



Leadership and
Education

Objective
To ensure that Australia has the technical expertise and
credibility essential to further its non-proliferation, nuclear
safeguards and wider nuclear technology policies and interests.

Strategies
• Provide national leadership

in nuclear science and tech-
nology.

• Maintain and develop Ansto
as a national centre for nuclear
science and associated tech-
nologies.

• Maintain a necessary broad
level of nuclear expertise and
undertake orderly succession
planning.

• Undertake basic and longer
term research in nuclear
science and technology by the
provision of 30 percent of
Ansto's research resources.

• Reinforce links with inter-
national organisations and
research institutions.

• Develop an informed Austra-
lian community in nuclear
science and associated tech-
nologies.

Biomedicine and Health Analysis

Australia's role in the nuclear fuel cycle must be examined.
Nuclear energy may offer an alternative to the burning of coal for
electricity generation, thereby providing a route to decreased
levels of greenhouse gases. Wltile there are many wider social and
economic issues to be considered in resolving this question, there
could be an increased demand for nuclear fuels. In these
circumstances, Australia could expand its role in the nuclear fuel
cycle, with a consequent demand for research and technology
development in areas such as enrichment and ivaste disposal.

Science, Technology and Australia's future
Report to the Prime Minister by ASTEC

March 1990.
11



A Matter of Leadership
Ansto, as the national nuclear science and
technology organisation, provides the
focus for Australia's basic and applied
nuclear R&D.
It is Ansto's obligation to provide leader-
ship in this important area. That leadership
will be provided through participation in
long term policy development and advice
for government, new research facilities and
focusing attention on nuclear techniques
that can be applied to resolve problems
facing the environment and Australian
industry.

Strategic R&D at Ansto is directed towards
maintaining expertise in all aspects of the
nuclear fuel cycle, such as radioactive waste
management, research reactor technology
and safety and uranium enrichment, to
ensure that advice to government is accurate
and up to date.
Nuclear science and technology is ex-
panding in the Asia Pacific region. The use
of nuclear power is increasing at a greater
rate than in any other area of the world and
countries of the region are looking in-
creasingly to the applications of nuclear
techniques for improving their economic
and social development.

The maintenance of links with international
bodies and the nuclear science programs of
our neighbours in South East Asia and the
Pacific is vital. These links have been
reinforced with agreements for collaborative
programs with sister agencies in South
Korea and China in 1990, links that sup-
plement existing agreements with agencies
in Japan, the UK and Italy.

Ansto continues to be the Australian inter-
face with the International Atomic Energy
Agency (IAEA) and the OECD Nuclear
Energy Agency (NEA). As part of its link
with the IAEA Ansto provides considerable
expertise and training through a Regional
Co-operative Agreement for countries in the
Asia Pacific region. These international links
are sustained by Ansto officers stationed in
London, Vienna and Washington.

Ansto will continue to work with overseas
institutions in the development of its
research and will seek to further develop
formal arrangements both on a bilateral basis

72

with its counterpart organisations in other
countries and on a multilateral basis under
the auspices of international organisations.

A National Centre for Nuclear Science
and Associated Technologies
Ansto operates as a national centre for
nuclear science and technology. It is Aus-
tralia's only research institute with broad-
ranging capabilities in nuclear science and
technology. The expertise and unique
nuclear facilities at Ansto will continue to be
made available to Australian researchers.
The maintenance of nuclear knowledge is
dependant not only on continued basic and
longer term research but also on the opera-
tion of nuclear plant. Major facilities in
operation or under construction include
Australia's only two nuclear research
reactors, a range of neutron beam facilities,
a radioisotope producing cyclotron, a small
angle neutron scattering instrument and a
tandem accelerator.
Academic access to Ansto facilities for
research has been primarily through the
Australian Institute of Nuclear Science and
Engineering (AINSE) but to an increasing
degree Ansto facilities are being used in
applied cooperative and collaborative pro-
jects involving the private sector, inter-
national agencies and other public sector
R & D organisations.
On the basis that national laboratories and
facilities are a crucial element in the devel-
opment of Australian science, Ansto is
developing and strengthening its links with
the broader science community through
membership of the Co-operation Committee
for Science and Technology, committees of
the Australian Academy of Science, AINSE
and involvement in user groups and
associations in specific technology areas.
In line with the Government's initiative to
establish up to fifty Cooperative Research
Centres in the period 1990/91 - 1994/95,
Ansto will allocate resources to ensure that
the Organisation plays a material role in
this important program. Ansto's involve-
ment in these centres will impact on its
applied as well as its strategic research.
Ansto has an obligation in its Charter to
provide training in the research area and
accepts an obligation to provide nuclear



related training in support of Australia's
international aid activities.
Ansto's traditional training market of
Australian tertiary institutions is being
expanded into the private sector which is
increasingly utilising nuclear techniques.
This expansion of activities will increase
Ansto's revenue, enhance its industrial
profile and will play a major part in the safe
utilisation of nuclear techniques in
Australia.

Succession Planning
To meet its objectives Ansto will reinforce
human resources planning to ensure that
expertise lost through retirement and
resignation will be replenished through
recruitment, training and exposure to the
latest nuclear developments.

An Informed Community
Australians know a little about science, less
about technology and very little about the
benefits of nuclear science and technology.
For the first time Ansto has embarked on a
communications program aimed to inform
Australians about Ansto's work, encourage
discussion about the benefits of nuclear
science in a rational way and promote
understanding of Ansto's important role
in Australian R&D.
A policy of consultation and cooperation
with the community has been adopted and
steps have been taken to demystify Ansto's
work and improve community understand-
ing of it. One part of this effort is the Local
Liaison Forum, a community-based group
that meets with senior Ansto staff on a
bimonthly basis.
The most important target of the program is
young people. The study of nuclear science
is now of major importance in higher
secondary education and to encourage and
facilitate that study Ansto is developing
information packages aimed at assisting
those students.
To enable students to gain a first hand
understanding of what work is going on at
Ansto the public tours program is being
expanded, with morning, evening and
weekend tours.
As an extension of this effort Ansto has
been working with education authorities to

develop means of encouraging young
people, especially women, to consider
science as a career. The number of young
people entering the science streams at
universities in recent years has been
declining and Ansto, as with other research
organisations, is becoming concerned at its
ability to replace those scientists retiring
from its workforce with new blood.

Body Protein Monitor
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Australian Radioisotopes (ARI)
Australian Radioisotopes (ARI) has been set up as a separate
commercial entity within Ansto with a separate Board of Manage-
ment which reports to the Ansto Board through the Executive
Director. ARI markets a range of over 100 products and
associated services for medical, industrial and research uses.

Purpose
ARI's charter is to make available to the
Australian community and export markets a
range of high quality, competitively priced
radioactive products and support services for
application in medicine, industry and
research.

Objective
In the short term Ansto will continue to
provide the essential financial support
required to broaden and strengthen the base
of ARI's business. The long term strategy will
focus on the building of a profitable,
financially self sufficient and respected
enterprise which will be the major supplier
of Australia's needs and will generate a
proportion of its revenue through exports.

Where appropriate, collaborative or joint
venture arrangements will be made with
companies and institutions in other countries
to further the growth of the business, the
range and excellence of its products and to
strengthen its presence throughout the
South East Asian region.

Operation
ARI's objectives will be achieved by
undertaking the development, manufacture
and distribution of contemporary products at
its facilities at Ansto. It will supplement its
own manufactured product range by the
importation and distribution of products
which add to its cash flow but which are
uneconomical to manufacture in Australia.
The enterprise will seek to foster the growth
of national competence in the development
and application of radioactive products and
services through cooperation with its
customers and research staff in hospitals,
industry and research institutions.
Specific goals include —

• Financial self sufficiency by the end of the
1991-92 financial year

14
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• Sales of $6.1M in 1990-91 rising to $11M in
1993-94

• A significant increase in ARI's share of the
domestic radiopharmaceutical market by
1993-94

• An increase in export earning from four
percent of sales in 1989-1990 to 12 percent
in 1993-1994.

ARI has targeted the Asian region and has
set up agencies in Thailand, Singapore,
Malaysia, Taiwan, New Zealand, Hong
Kong and the Republic of Korea. While
Ansto's continuing involvement in the area
of radioisotope production is related to a
large extent on strategic interests of reliable
supply, by 1991-92 ARI will be self sufficient
and self funding.



National Medical
Cyclotron and
PET Centre

The National Medical Cyclotron (NMC), located at the Royal
Prince Alfred Hospital (RPAH), Sydney, will be commissioned
in July, 1991. This facility will be operated by Ansto in collab-
oration with the hospital.

The NMC, its radioisotope laboratories and
the associated PET (Positron Emission
Tomography) Centre will have three main
purposes:
• the preparation of radiopharmaceuticals

for commercial distribution to nuclear
medicine clinics throughout Australia
and for export

• the synthesis of biologically active labelled
compounds of the ultra short lived
positron emitting radioisotopes, carbon-
11, nitrogen-13, oxygen-15 and fluorine-18

• the clinical evaluation and application
of PET.

The cyclotron will allow Australia to work
at the forefront of nuclear medicine. While
contemporary nuclear medicine has been
dominated for two decades by reactor
produced technetium-99m, the cutting
edge now involves the use of positron
emitting radioisotopes produced by
cyclotrons.
Ansto and RPAH involvement in the NMC
recognises the changes occurring in nuclear
medicine and ensures that Australia is well
placed to be part of future developments.
PET at RPAH will permit Australian
doctors, for the first time, to investigate the
subtle chemical changes that occur in the
body with the onset of disease and thereby
improve the opportunities for effecting a
cure. It has direct and important
applications in many branches of medicine,
particularly cardiology, oncology and
neurology.
The NMC and PET Centre will make
important contributions to the training of
doctors and to medical research.

Isotope Weighing Laboratory
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Commercial
Opportunities

While Ansto's commercial operations are
directed at the Australian market, Ansto's
technology is well suited for global ex-
ploitation. Ansto recognises that it has an
obligation to seek overseas marketing of its
products as part of Australia's national
strategy to export.
The expanding economies of countries
within Australia's region provide particular
opportunities for the marketing of Ansto's
technologies. These include environmental
management, training in health and safety
and the application of radioisotopes for
industry and medicine. In those countries
with research reactors, Ansto can provide a
wide range of training in health and safety
matters as well as reactor engineering.
Ansto is seeking to develop markets for
medical radioisotopes, advanced materials
and for the application of the Synroc
process.

Joint Ventures
Ansto believes that maximum benefits in
terms of positioning in the market place,
opening up marketing opportunities,
obtaining capital, developing credibility
and creating networks can be obtained
through strategic alliances with the private
sector.
In 1989 Ansto entered into joint venture
arrangements with ICI Australia, through
Tracerco Australasia, to market tracing
services and with University of Sydney,
through the Australian Centre of Advanced
Risk and Reliability Engineering (ACARRE),
to promote risk and reliability techniques to
assist industry to reduce hazards in the
working environment.
In 1990 Ansto entered into a joint venture
arrangement with Fujitsu Australia to
operate an advanced supercomputer. The
joint venture will provide facilities for
numerically intensive applications and
related integrated facilities for use in

16
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academic research, medicine and health,
finance, industry, defence, entertainment,
transport, the minerals and petroleum
sectors, telecommunications and
agriculture.

Products and Services
A number of Ansto products have the
potential for market penetration. Com-
mercialisation of these products will involve
local manufacturers as well as multinational
manufacturers and distributors, given the
limited resources within Ansto available for
the commercial exploitation of any product
developed.



ANSTO SAFETY REGIME
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Strategies

• Perpetuate a fundamental and uncom-
promising commitment to safety.

• Ensure that Ansto's structure and staff
profile are flexible and adaptable.

• Deliver a harmonious industrial relations
environment through implementation of
structural efficiency principles.

• Minimise costs.
• Maximise returns from intellectual and

real property assets.
• Encourage women and other dis-

advantaged groups to gain employment
at Ansto.

Remove discrimination and promote
opportunities for career advancement for
members of EEO target groups.

Safety
The Ansto Board's commitment to staff and
the community on safety is unequivocal and
not negotiable.
Ansto has a proud safety record but
recognises that its work, which embraces
radiation, the operation of nuclear plant,
chemical technology, light engineering and
research across a wide range of applications
and general administration, places a con-
tinuing responsibility to operate safely.

fcr-



Ansto is committed to continue its high
standard of safety and to further reduce the
already low incidence of injury to staff.
It will do this through the operation of
Workplace Safety Committees, through
exhaustive analysis of risk and potential
hazards during formal approval processes,
through constant measurement of perform-
ance against criteria and through a close
relationship with industry and other
institutions.
Ansto's occupational health and safety
programs serve as a model for Australian
workplaces and in graduate and post-
graduate courses held by universities.
Training of staff in safe operation is critical
to the continuing success of Ansto in this
area. In 1989/90 half of Ansto's staff
received formal safety training. This level
will continue.

Structure
The Strategic Plan foreshadowed an
administrative restructuring to reflect the
dual roles of the Organisation. While
structural changes have been made, such as
the creation of a Commercial Development
group headed by one of the Organisation's
three General Managers, the proposal in
the Strategic Plan to transfer staff involved
in applied research to a separate stand-
alone commercial entity has not proceeded.
This decision reflects the reality that
research staff in their day to day operations
undertake a mixture "f activities.
The decision to continue the practice
whereby research staff are involved in both
basic and longer term, and applied research
has resulted in some stresses. While staff
understand the concepts of market driven
and longer term or basic research, the
commercial processes which impact on
their activities are not always transparent.
In line with the model contained in the
Strategic Plan, and taking into account the
requirements of researchers, Ansto will
progressively move to separate its com-
mercial and research operations into two
functional groups: Ansto Research, operat-
ing in accordance with a 70/30 applications/
strategic split and Ansto Technologies,
made up of independent and self sustaining
(usually joint venture) entities.
78

Physics Experimental Device

In a functional sense Ansto Research will
undertake both basic and longer term and
market driven research, operate nuclear
plant, and undertake national research in
collaboration with universities and institu-
tions. It will also co-ordinate Ansto
involvement in National Co-operative
Research Centres and operate as a cost
centre though market driven research will
be commercially viable.
Functionally, Ansto Technologies will co-
ordinate all joint venture and strictly com-
mercial operations. The various components
in Ansto Technologies will be established
when strategic alliances are established or
when the operation becomes essentially
commercial in nature.
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Staff

Corporate wide functions such as policy
development, strategic planning, corporate
affairs, Ansto Board (and other Board)
secretariat/s, financial and staff policy,
public relations, external affairs, centralised
services (including health and safety) and
internal training will be functionally separate

Structural Efficiency
Central to an on-going congruent industrial
relations environment is the implementa-
tion of Structural Efficiency Principles.
Following the National Wage Decision in
August, 1989 Ansto has moved to implement

from Ansto Research and Ansto Tech-
nologies.

An Engineering Group will provide inno-
vative specialist support for ongoing and
new projects, assist in maintaining core
expertise in nuclear science and technology
and provide consultancies to industry and
government.

Property Assets
Ansto will seek to achieve an optimum
return on its intellectual and real property
during the period of the plan. Arrangements
for occupancy and use of Ansto land and
facilities by external bodies will be com-
mercially based.
20

structural efficiency. Ansto's aims are
twofold, firstly to provide staff with better
and more interesting work based on a
program of skills acquisition and usage and
secondly, to enable the organisation to
operate more efficiently and effectively.
Ansto is moving towards the establishment
of a single Award, representing all unions
and staff associations, with new career
streams which recognise performance and
introduction of training programs to meet
changes in occupational categories.

Equal Employment Opportunity
Ansto's personnel management has incor-
porated equal opportunity principles and
implementation of EEO has been made the



responsibility of every manager and
supervisor. The EEO program encourages
women and members of target groups to
gain employment at Ansto and seeks to
remove discrimination against them in the
pursuit of their careers. Ansto's EEO officer
reports directly to the Executive Director.

Where appropriate industry rather than
Ansto standards will apply.

Facilities
The ASTEC report acknowledges that, in
the future, Australia will need to consider
further Australian participation in advanced

Cost Minimisation
In line with a process commenced in 1988,
Ansto will continue to reduce administra-
tive costs associated with the operation of a
centralised administration by devolving
administrative responsibilities to the
program areas. Centralised functions will
be constantly tested against efficiency and
effectiveness.
The service costs associated with the
operation of a scientific facility can be
further reduced by attention to efficient use
of utilities and sound and creative money
management practices. In the engineering
area work will be focused at servicing core
research activities where competitive
external contract services are not available.

nuclear R&D on the domestic level by
making facilities and associated technologies
and techniques currently only available
overseas accessible to local scientific and
industrial communities.
The report recognises, in the context of
Ansto continuing as the national focus for
nuclear-related R&D with requisite facilities,
that within the decade consideration must
be given to a new reactor to complement
the use made of overseas facilities and to
meet strong domestic demand.
The HIFAR reactor, designed and con-
structed in the 1950's, is approaching the
end of its economic life and is not optimal
for meeting the current or future needs of
industry and research in Australia.
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For Ansto and other Australian bodies to
continue to have a source of intense neutron
beams available for research and operational
activities into the next century a decision to
replace the HIFAR reactor needs to be made
during the lifetime of this document. Cost
efficiency dictates the replacement of

In the next five years capital investment will
be directed towards completing the major
facilities currently under construction, to
the refurbishment of laboratories and
accomodation, development of the Business
and Technology Park and general upgrading
of equipment.

HIFAR being at the existing site.
The replacement of HIFAR raises political,
socio-economic and environmental as well
as technical issues. Well informed con-
sultation with clients and the community is
critical to the decision making process in
this context.
As foreshadowed in the Strategic Plan, a
feasibility study on the replacement for
HIFAR will be undertaken in the 1991/92
financial year with the aim of placing
options before Government in 1993.
It has been established in Australia and
overseas that the state of the work environ-
ment is a dominant determinant of staff
morale. Upgrading of facilities will continue
to be a high priority for Ansto.
22

Finance
Ansto is, and will continue to be, a
Commonwealth Government budgetary
dependent statutory authority. Ansto will,
however, continue to reduce the level of
this dependency through revenue genera-
tion in line with its target of achieving a
revenue level of 30 percent of approp-
riation by 1993.
Government approved triennial funding
arrangements are central to Ansto's
planning processes.



Advanced Materials
Waste Conditioning
Advanced Ceramics
Materials Science and Technology
Plasma and Surface Technologies
Underlying Research

Applications of Nuclear Physics
Accelerator Mass Spectrometry
Accelerator Applications
Radiation Detectors and Standards
Neutron Sources
Nuclear Instrumentation
Reactor Applications
Laser Enrichment and Development
Neutron Scattering
Instrumentation and Control

Environmental Science
Environmental Physics
Ore Processing and Waste Management
Biological Impacts
Environmental Chemistry
Maralinga Studies
Geosphere Applications
Alligator Rivers Analogue Project

Industrial Technology
Isotope Technology
Radiation Technology
Advanced Analytical Methods
Quality Technology Centre
Safety and Reliability

Biomedicine and Health
Nuclear Applications
Radiation Biology
Radiopharmacology
Monoclonal Antibodies
Radiochemistry
Modelling and Dosimetry
Product Development

Nuclear Technology
Neutronics
Thermal Engineering
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Ansto Board

Professor Dick Collins, Professor of Applied
Physics, University of Sydney (Chairman)

Mr Russell Fynmore, Executive General
Manager, Business Development, Broken Hill
Propriety Ltd. (Deputy Chairman)

Mr Henri Meyer, Association of Draughting,
Supervisory and Technical Employees

Dr John Morris, Director, Nuclear Medicine,
Royal Prince Alfred Hospital, Sydney

Mr David Money, Corporate Executive,
Nucleus Ltd.

Dr David Cook, Executive Director

ANSTO Executive
Dr David Cook, Executive Director

Mr Des Davy, General Manager, Scientific

Mr Doug Wilson, General Manager, Corporate

Mr Joakim Holzner, General Manager,
Commercial

Australian Nuclear Science and Technology
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Telephone: (02) 543-3111
Facsimile: (02) 543-5097
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